ABSTRACT
gene product in four independent colonies was identified as human donor species by both gel electrophoresis and isoelectric focusing; hence these colonies did not result from reversion of A9 parental cells. Other X-linked human genes, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (D-glucose-6-phosphate:NAD+ I-oxidoreductase, EC 1.1.1.49) and phosphoglycerate kinase (ATP:3-phospho-D-glycerate I-phosphotransferase, EC 2.7.2.3), were not expressed in these same colonies. Dissociation of expression of these X-linked genes probably results from chromosomal fragmentation during uptake, but other mechanisms have not been excluded.
The stable transfer of genetic information from isolated mammalian metaphase chromosomes into fibroblasts in cell culture has been demonstrated in several laboratories (2) (3) (4) (5) . This technique could provide a useful method for the mapping of genes in eukaryotic cells which would be complementary, and in some respects superior, to the currently used interspecies somatic cell hybridization. It could also provide a basis for mapping integration sites of oncogenic viruses in mammalian cells (4) .
The utility of this technique for genetic mapping will depend to some extent on the amount of information actually transferred. Previous studies, employing isolated Chinese hamster chromosomes and recipient mouse fibroblasts, suggested that only a small amount of genetic information is incorporated and expressed by the recipient cell (2) . This suggestion could Abbreviations: HPRT, hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase (IMP:pyrophosphate phosphoribosyltransferase, EC 2.4.2.8); APRT, adenine phosphoribosyltransferase (AMP:pyrophosphate phosphoribosyltransferase, EC 2.4.2.7); hprt or aprt, gene directing synthesis of HPRT or APRT, respectively; HAAT, hypoxanthine (50 AM), adenine (50 uM), amethopterin (0.4 uM), thymidine (16 AM) , glycine (3 AM); MEM, Eagle's minimal essential mnedium (1); G6PD, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (nglucose-6-phosphate:NADP + l-oxidoreductase, EC 1 not be fully evaluated, however, because of inadequate methods for the resolution and identification of the various X-linked gene products under consideration. The amount of information transferred by this technique could be estimated more readily using a system involving the transfer of isolated human metaphase chromosomes into mouse recipient cells. Several human X-linked gene products can be readily distinguished electrophoretically from their murine counterparts (6) . Moreover, these X-linked genes have been assigned to relatively specific regions along the human X chromosome (7) . Therefore, the present study was undertaken to extend the technique by the use of human donor chromosomes from cell lines of relatively normal karyotype, and to further characterize the unit of genetic information actually transferred in this process.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell Cultures. Cells used were: (1) (11) . Extracts for glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) analysis were similarly prepared, except that the "~extraction buffer" of Bakay and Nyhan (12) (17) . The sliced gel was reacted for 1 hr at 370 with an 0.5% agar overlay containing a reaction mixture slightly modified from Omenn and Cohen (14) . The position of PGK cells had been incubated with human chromosomes (Table  1A) . Only colonies that exhibited continued growth in HAAT medium after cloning are reported. However, a large fraction of these colonies were subsequently lost before the gene product could be identified and characterized as to species of origin. Most losses were due to microbial infection. Colonies appeared with a frequency of about 2 X 10-7 per A9 cell incubated with chromosomes; it did not vary significantly with the chromosome donor cell type. In addition, the frequency showed no apparent dependence on the input ratio of chromosomes (cell equivalents) to recipient cells, although this ratio varied little (1-2) in 10 of the 12 experiments. The molecular weight of donor chromosomal DNA did not have a clear effect on the frequency of colony appearance.
The apparent spontaneous reversion rate was about 0.8 X 10-8 per A9 cell exposed to HAAT (Table 1B) . This is approximately 3-fold lower than that seen in Exps. 1-12, assuming that the A9 cells in the latter experiments double about three times prior to their exposure to selective medium.
Electrophoresis of APRT Extracts. Colonies were cloned as soon as they appeared, and they were expanded in HAAT medium, usually as spinner cultures. Cell-free extracts from 10 colonies were assayed for HPRT and APRT activity. No extract contained both phosphoribosyltransferase activities. Lysates from five colonies ( (Fig. 1) . These extracts were also characterized by isoelectric focusing (Fig. 2) . The HPRT in these extracts has the same isoelectric point as the human parental species. In contrast, a fifth extract (colony 9-1, Exp. 9 Evaluation of Colonies for Hiuman G6PD and PGK Activity.
HPRT is well known to be X-linked in man, as are G6PD
and PGK (7, 19) . It would thus be anticipated that colonies expressing human HPRT should also express human G6PD
and PGK if the presence of HPRT resulted from transfer of an intact human chromosome. Therefore, extracts of all four colonies containing human HJPRT were examined for their G6PD phenotype (Fig. 3) (Fig. 4) . Karyotypes 
DISCUSSION
These results strongly suggest that the permanent transfer of a human gene to a recipient mouse cell can occur through uptake of an isolated metaphase chromosome. The fact that colonies appeared with a frequency about 3-fold greater than was anticipated on the basis of reversion adds very little support to the argument for a true genetic transfer, as others have already indicated (21) . Proof of genetic transfer at this low frequency requires adequate demonstration that the gene product is specified by the chromosome donor species and that all colonies examined originate through independent events. In these experiments, cell progeny from four independent colonies show HPRT activity that is indistinguishable from that of the chromosome donor species, and clearly different from the recipient species, by two different physical criteria. It must be recognized that a revertant enzyme would not necessarily be identical in physical properties with the wild-type species. However, the fact that the HPRT product from these four colonies cannot be distinguished by either starch gel electrophoresis or electrofocusing from the HPRT in their respective human chromosome donor lines indicates that reversion is a very improbable explanation for these results. Moreover, chromosome donor species of HPRT with different physical properties than either human or wild-type mouse enzyme were found previously when A9 cells were incubated with Chinese hamster chromosomes (2) . It seems quite implausible that the revertant A9 HPRT enzyme would always fortuitously resemble the chromosome donor species employed in any specific investigation. The authentic revertants of A9 HPRT that have been examined in this laboratory could not be distinguished from the wild-type mouse enzyme by DEAE-cellulose chromatography or polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Both the karyographic data and the absence of human G6PD, PGK, or APRT excludes the possibility that these colonies could have arisen through contamination of the cultures with human cells. These observations, particularly the absence of expression of human G6PD and PGK, also diminish the likelihood that colonies arose through spontaneous fusion of A9 cells with human cells or nuclei. Other arguments to support the nature of this transfer have been presented previously (2) . Our findings support and extend the results of reported studies (2) (3) (4) ; the combined observations indicate that genetic transfer by this method is not dependent upon the species of the chromosome donor or recipient cells, and it is not restricted to a single marker.
A major objective of this study was to characterize the unit of genetic information transferred to a recipient cell by this technique. Only the murine species of the X-linked markers G6PD and PGK could be detected in any of the colonies that expressed human HPRT. This implies, in terms of functional genetic information, that only a portion of the donor chromosome is actually incorporated into the recipient cell's genome. According to Ricciuti and Ruddle (7) , this would correspond to a portion of the long arm of the X chromosome that has lost genetic material that is, with respect to the centromere, both proximal (PGK) and distal (G6PD) to the hprt locus. Such a fragment represents less than 1.5% of the total DNA in a diploid human cell (22 (26) and, presumably, also in Chinese hamster much more closely linked than are PGK or G6PD to HPRT.
Perhaps a more serious problem relates to the apparent absence of a centromere from the portion of functional X chromosome incorporated into the host cell. Transfer of one chromatid from such an acentric fragment to each daughter cell at mitosis would seem difficult unless this fragment were integrated into a recipient chromosome. Evaluation of the stability of the phenotype in these colonies should help to clarify the problem. A previous study (2) demonstrated two colonies with stable phenotypes as well as one which was unstable; the latter would be compatible with the existence of the HPRT gene in a free chromosome fragment.
The current evidence does not rule out the presence of a much larger non-functional piece of genetic information, perhaps even the entire X chromosome. Methods are available for differentiating human and mouse chromosomes (23) and for the identification of a small piece (about 103 to 104 genes) of donor DNA integrated into the recipient cell's genome, or existing as a free fragment (24) . Neither the biochemical analysis of multiple genetic markers nor the morphologic methods proposed can exclude the presence of many small donor chromosome fragments, originating from one or more chromosomes, incorporated into the recipient cell. This possibility should be amenable to investigation by DNA molecular hybridization studies.
Three of the colonies in the present study were obtained from an experiment employing donor chromosomes from the relatively normal diploid cell line CCRF (25) . This is particularly important, since there would be no simple way to exclude the possibility that normal linkages had been lost through translocations in most heteroploid lines such as HeLa. The ideal chromosome donor for mapping studies would be mitogenically stimulated normal human lymphocytes.
There is considerable evidence from morphologic studies and measurements of [3H ]dT-labeled chromosome uptake that chromosomes can be incorporated by cells in tissue culture. Most of the chromosomal DNA is rapidly degraded to small molecular weight fragments (27) . All available information, including that from gene transfer studies, favors a mechanism of phagocytosis of the donor chromosome followed by its partial or complete digestion by lysosomal enzymes. Genetic transfer then results from isolated instances of escape from the lysosomes of small portions of a donor chromosome and their subsequent incorporation into the recipient cell's genome. A nuclear location for the transferred genes is considered probable, but no proof is yet available. Alternative hypotheses are possible (27) . This genetic material is likely integrated into the recipient's DNA. The unit of transfer is considerably smaller than an entire chromosome but it can encompass more than a single gene, and it could consist of thousands of genes. Whether multiple chromosome fragments are incorporated into the host cell genome is not yet clear. More work is required to determine the validity of these speculations. This technique presently does not provide a method for determining a syntenic relationship for genes located at considerable distances from one another. It could be used for mapping genes closely linked to a selective marker and for investigating integration sites of oncogenic viruses. Future developments should further expand the applications of this approach.
